
Ministerial Policy Briefing at Parliament House 
 
I’ll be frank and say that the health policy tutorial had a FANTASTIC policy advisor talk to 
them. The following dot points are from his presentation, because I got 1000% more out of 
what he said, than our policy advisor. 
 
Summary 
It’s about having the right questions to ask 
About showing decision makers you have the right questions 
They wear both a policy hat and a political hat 
  - where we public service provide impartial policy advice of the day 
The government can do the three following: 
  - Legislate and Regulate 
  - Buy and Tax 
  - Convince and Educate people 
When creating policy think about: 
 - Efficacy (will it have the desired effect)   - Think about unintended 
consequence 
 - Proportionality (government needs a proportional response) 
 - Implementation (how do you transition to that) 
By establishing a principle—governments have to consistently enforce that 
Very important when briefing to be clear and concise 
 - tight structure 
 - be able to express a position in 3 sentences 
 - what are the high level points 
First page : here is argument (show how you’re actively thinking about a problem) 
 - Provide ability for structure replicated in the rest of the document 
Work out what is the evidence base, what are other examples and who is the PM interested 

in? 
Be clear there are outcomes of each meeting 
 
 
Reflection 
The health policy advisor was AMAZING– young, energetic, KNOWLEDGEABLE, enthusiastic, 

understanding and relevant. He provided a truly helpful insight into the way to go about 
writing and presenting a policy briefing I only wish all the groups could have met him and 
listened to what he had to say. 

He provided both key policy advise about how to approach and address a problem but also 
how to structure it in written form. 

He was charismatic and wasn’t that much older than we were which was inspirational to know 
that young people still made it into key decision making positions.  

Overall, this experience was one I’ll never forget and doubt I would have ever gotten the 
chance otherwise. We can be told only so much about the theory behind policy but 
actually being able to talk to policy advisors in the field was irreplaceable and extremely 
beneficial!!! 

The policy advisor who was meant to be for our group (ageing) seemed out of date, 
unknowledgeable and kept referring to the Ken Henry report which not many of us had 
heard of, and that was basically his answer to every question our group asked him. We 
should have gotten Ken Henry himself to come and speak to us, that may have been 
more effective. 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Conclusion 
 
Things I learnt from the course: 
The course has exposed me to many different methods for analysing complex issues from; 
Thinking about my own narrative/background/normality 
Looking at issues from a system perspective, breaking the issue into parts and it’s whole 
The causal perspective of an issue seen through the Fiji coup 
The reason a problem is being addressed or not addressed seen through Aboriginal disadvantage 
Looking at patterns and similarities with fractal geometry and homeomorphism seen through Maths 
How issues are interpreted or not interpreted seen through law 
How boundaries and rules envelope an issue and our response seen through engineering  
Need vs. greed seen through pandemics and human health 
A strategically analytical point of view working towards future goals 
A policy perspective using the tools of vision as well as feasibility of implementation 
A determining how ‘wicked’ a problem is 
 
This course has also showed me how interconnected all of these areas are and that key facets of 
their complexity can be recognised in other topics throughout this course.  
 
The theme of collapse has highlighted a common tie between each course topic however we have 
not always seen “collapse” from the same perspective. Each discipline has shifted “collapse” and 
presented it through their own perspective helping me not only understand and witness different 
perspectives on an issue, but also to broaden my own understanding and worldview. 
 
The array of disciplinary backgrounds present in my tutorial group have made me question my own 
understanding of many complex issues, and presented me with new terms, theories, and 
understanding on topics I had never before considered. These disciplines were: 
Physics, Microbiology, Health, Law, Economics, Finance, Business, International Relations, Asian 
Studies, Engineering,  IT and forestry.  
 
Things I liked about the course: 
The strong interdisciplinary nature of the course 
The focus on peer learning from not only each other but from each individual’s interdisciplinary 
perspective 
The uniqueness and contrast of the different topics throughout the course, but the ability to be able 
to compare similarities across them 
Such interesting, enthusiastic and inspiring panelists. The difference in panelists each week has 
had one of the strongest impacts on my learning throughout this course. Each week there are new 
and fresh ideas, different ways of presenting complexity however the panelists have also looked at 
other weeks of the course and have successfully linked their topic with other weeks. 
The relaxed and chilled out nature of a course comprised of so many smart students. I expected 
the course to have a stressful aspect to it with so many different people with strong opinions, and 
yes whilst some assessment was stressful, the overall course was extremely enjoyable because of 
the fact it was laid back and flexible (a credit to RB’s teaching style). 
Food! The amount of positive feedback I have witnessed regarding food has been overwhelming! 
Being from the Fenner School I have had the experience of food during tutorials, but for the law 
and science students I think all their Christmas’ had come at once!! 
 
 
Overall a great experience, the best course I have done throughout my degree, and such a 
delightful way to end my undergraduate degree. 
 

 

 

 


